ATTACKS to the advocates of collaboration of the working class with capitalism, according to the scheme of Wm. H. John-
ston of the A. F. of L., are the erstwhile Intergentzia, now the "industrial democrats," who publish an organ called Labor Age.
The group consists of well-intentioned, educated, young men and women from the middle class who are quite
determined, come what may, that Labor shall be elevated, made "self-respecting," given some "control," and generally brought up to their own high
level of culture.

It would be ungenerous not to preface a cold-blooded examination of the objective functions of such groups as that gathered about Labor Age with an appreciation of their good intentions. They mean well. They are overflowing with love for their oppressed fellow-men. They are bursting with desire to help the world out of a bad fix.

Many of them are admirable persons, generous to a fault, keenly intelligent within specialized fields, and withal quite pleasing folk with whom to spend an idle hour or to recommend a deed of personal kindness.

Unfortunately, however, the actual life of the world runs along upon another plane entirely from that inhabited by this middle-class intelli-
gentzia. With the result that, entering into prac-
tical affairs of the labor movement, these advocates of "industrial democracy" become tools of the most sinister influences at work within the trade unions of America today. This is glaringly illustrated in the Labor Age for March, which is devoted to eulogizing Johnston's scheme for turn-
ing the unions over to the bosses, daubing it over as a pro-
progressive and "democratic" children, does not answer. Because you have twisted the problem exactly hind-end-
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being turned entirely into an organ for helping the bosses to make greater profits: better wages and working conditions are to come "as the good results of the idea are shown," which is to say, that when the railways have raked in a few bil-
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